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01. INTRODUCTION 
THROUGHOUT this paper we shall only be concerned with the combinatorial category, 
consisting of simplicial complexes and piecewise-linear maps (for the combinatorial cate- 
gory, see [7]). The purpose of the paper is to introduce a theory for the obstructions to 
constructing a locally flat embedding of a closed n-manifold in an (n + 2)-manifold without 
boundary, following a remark on the paper [l] made by J.H.C. Whitehead, and using the 
cut and glue scheme of S. Kinoshita [4] and the basic tool in combinatorial topology 
furnished by J.F.P. Hudson and E. C. Zeeman [3]. 
Suppose that M, + 2)-manifolds M is f : M + W 
be a proper embedding and q be a triangulation off, that is to say, choose triangulations 
K, L of M, W with respect o which f is simplicial, see [3, p. 7301. For each point x of M 
we define the ball pair 
Sr(x, cp) = (f W, K), Wfx, 9) 
where St(x, K) is the (closed) star of x in K. 
Definition 1. We say that the proper embedding f is Jrat at x if the pair 9(x, cp) is 
flat (=unknotted), and call f a (p + l)-flat embedding iff is flat at each point x of M - IKpp(, 
where Kp is thep-skeleton of Kand K-’ is the empty set. Iffis (p + I)-flat, we also say that 
the manifold f M is (p + 1)-flat in W. An O-flat embedding is alternatively said to be 
locally jut. 
The definition is independent of the triangulation q, and any proper embedding is 
(n - I)-flat (see the Remarks in $4.) 
Suppose n - 2 >= p 2_ 0. In $4 we associate with any (p + 1)-flat embedding fof a closed 
manifold M in W without boundary (where M, W are orientable and oriented), a p-dimen- 
sional homology class Q, E H,(M : Gnmp-‘) of M, called the Whitehead class of the embed- 
dingf, where the coefficient group Gnmp-r is the knot cobordism group which is defined in 
$3. 
0, is an invariant of the following classification of proper embeddings of M in a 
manifold W. 
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Let fi : M+ Wi be embeddings, i = 1,2. We say that fi is iso-neighboring to f2 if and 
only if there are regular neighborhoods Vi OffiM in Wi and a homeomorphism h : VI + U, 
such that fi = hfI. The iso-neighboring relation is an equivalence relation, see [5]. 
In $5 we shall prove the following main result of the paper. 
THEOREM. Let M be a closed oriented n-mantfold and W be an oriented (n + 2)-mantfold 
lvithout boundary, and f : M + W be a (p + I)-flat embedding, n - 2 2 p 2 0. If the White- 
head class QJ of the embedding f is the identity, then for a given E > 0 there is a p-Jar embed- 
ding g : M -+ W such that I fx - gxj < E for each point x of M. 
By virtue of Theorem 3 in &l we have the following; 
COROLLARY. Let S, T be n, (n + 2)-spheres and f: S + T be an embedding. Then ,f is 
arbitrarily closely approximated by a locally flat embedding. 
author thanks referee for many valuable 
$2. THE KNOT TYPES 
In the paper a manifold, say M, is an orientable connected combinatorial manifold. 
Then 8M and Int M stand for its boundary and its interior. By X* Y we denote the join 
of X and Y. By Z we denote the closed unit interval, 0 s t 5 1. 
Let K be a triangulation of M, written lK[ = M. Then, for each point x of M, by 
St(x, K) and Lk(x, K) we denote the (closed) star and the link of x in K, and, for each 
simplex A of K, by St(A, K) and Lk(A, K) we denote the (closed) star and the link of A in K 
respectively (simplexes are closed throughout the paper). By K’ we denote the first 
barycentric subdivision of K. 
In the paper we extend the notations above in two ways. Firstly we shall always assign 
an orientation to a manifold, and secondly a manifold M may be replaced by a manifold 
pair V= (M, N) (where the inclusion map M c N is proper in the sense of Zeeman [6, 
p. 5191). Homeomorphisms will be orientation preserving unless otherwise stated. Set 
theoretic notations such as C, =, d, Int when applied to oriented objects respect orienta- 
tions. 
Let g, h : VI + V, be homeomorphisms between manifold pairs. If there is a level 
preserving homeomorphism, that is, an isotopy, f: Vi x I+ V2 x Z such that f0 = g and 
fi = h and each level f, : VI + V, is a homeomorphism between manifold pairs, then we 
say g is isotopic to h. By - X we denote X with the opposite orientation. For a manifold 
pair V = (M, N) a triangulation U, written 1 UJ = V, is a pair of complexes (K, L) such that 
IK/ = M, IL1 = N, and K is a subcomplex of L. By Sf(x, V) we denote St(x, U), that is, 
the pair (St(x, K), St(x. L)) where IUl = V and St(x, K) c M, St(x, L) c N. An interior 
(boundary) point x of the pair V = (M, N) will mean an interior (boundary) point of M. 
Definition 2. For the sake of convenience, a locally flat (p, p + 2)-sphere pair P is 
called a p-knot and a locally flat (p, p + 2)-ball pair Q is called a p-node for p 2 0. The sets 
ofp-knots andp-nodes are classified by the equivalence relation induced from homeomorphism 
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between pairs into classes which are called p-knot types and p-node types. The p-knot and 
p-node are said to be flat (unknotted) if they are homeomorphic to the standard p-knot and 
p-node respectively (for the standard pairs, see [6, p. 5031). We shall denote both the flat 
p-knot type and the flat p-node type by o. 
Note that if V is a fhat knot or node and if S is a sphere then S* V is also a flat knot or 
node, and if Q is a tlat node and B is a ball then Q x B is a flat node. 
LEMMA 1. Let Q, and Q2 be flat p-nodes such that Q, n Q2 = aQ1 n c?Qz is a fhrt 
(p - l)-node where aQ1 induces an orientation on Q, n Q, which is opposite to one induced 
from aQz. Then Q, v Q2 is homeomorphic to Q2. Preciselv, there is a homeomorphism 
f: Q, u Q, + Q, such thatflaQ* - Int(Qr n Q,) = identity. 
ProojI Since Qi is flat, aQr is a flat (p - 1)-knot. By Corollary 8 of [3, p. 7301 the 
pair aQi - Int(Q, n Q,) is a flat (p - I)-node. Let (x1 u x&I be the join of two points 
x1 and x2 and the standard(p - l)-node I. Then by Lemma 3 of [6, p. 5061 there is a homeo- 
morphism h : Q, u Q, --f (x1 u x&T such that hQi = Xi*T. Then by a similar argument 
to that used in the proof of Lemma 5 of [3, p. 7381, there is a homeomorphismg : (x1 u x&T 
+ xz*T such that g(x&l? = identity. Then h-‘gh is the required homeomorphism. 
LEMMA 2. Let QI, Qz be p-nodes such that Q, n Q, = aQI n aQz is a flat (p - l)- 
node Cfor orientations see Lemma 1). If Q, isflat, then Q, v Q, is homeomorphic to Q,. 
Proof. Let Qi = (C,, Di), i = 1, 2. Since Q, n Qz = (C, n C,, D, n DJ is a flat 
(p - 1)-node, D, n D2 collapses to C, n Cz. Since C, n C2 c C,, (DI n DJ u Cz 
collapses to C1. Let N be a regular neighborhood of (Dl n DJ v C, in Dz. Then N 
collapses to C,. Since N is a regular neighborhood of C, in Dz and (C,, DJ is locally flat, 
(C,, N) is a flat p-node, by Corollary 10 of [3, p. 7311, which contains Q, n Q, on the 
boundary. Then, by Lemma 1, there is a homeomorphism f: Q, u (C,, N) --) (C,, N) 
such that f ]a(&, N) - Int(Qr n Q,) = identity. Hence f may be extended to the homeo- 
morphism g : Q, u Q, + Q, by taking the identity on Q, - Int(C,, N), completing the 
proof. 
LEMMA 3. Let P be a p-knot and Q,, . . . , Q,,, be disjoint flat p-nodes such that Qi c P, 
i= 1,2, . . . . m. Then there is a.flat p-node Q c P such that each Qi is contained in Int Q. 
Proof. Since Q,, . . . , Q, are disjoint from each other, there is a flat p-node Q, c P 
such that Q,, Q,, . . . , Q, are disjoint from each other. Let us see that the ball pair P - Int 
Q,, say Qm+l, is locally flat. Let U be a triangulation of P such that each Qi is covered by 
a pair of subcomplexes of U. 
Let x be a point of Q,,,+,. If x E aQ,,,+r, then the pairs St(x, P) and St(x, Q,) are flat, 
because P is locally flat and Q, is flat. Since St(x, P) = St(x, Q,) u St(x, Q,+,) and the 
intersection St(x, Q,) n St(x, Q,,,) = St(x, aQ,J is flat, St(x, Q,,,,,) is flat by Lemma 2. 
If x E Int Q,+,, then St(x, Q,+,> = St(x, P) which is flat. Hence Q,,,+ l is a p-node. 
Let Qi=(Ci, Dl), i= 1, . . . . m, m + 1. Since Di collapses to Ci and 4, . . . , D,,, are 
disjoint from each other, D, u -1. u D,,, u C,, 1 collapses to C,,,, 1. If N is a regular 
neighborhood of D1 v ... u D, u Cm+l, in Dm+l then (C, + i, N) is a flat p-node by Corol- 
lary 10 of [3], and so is the required Q. 
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LEMMA 4. Let Q, be small flat p-node, i = 0, 1, 2 such that Q,, Qz c Int Q,. Then 
there is an automorphism f of Q, such that f Q, = Q2 and f is isotopic to the identity by an 
isotopy which keeps aQ,-, fixed. 
Proof. It is assumed without loss of generality that Q, = (A, S’*A) where A is a p- 
simplex and S’ is a l-sphere. Let Qi = (Ci, Oi), i = 1,2. Since Ci c Int A, there is an auto- 
morphism g of A such that gC, = C, and g is isotopic to the identity by an isotopy which 
keeps aA fixed, by Theorem 3 of [2, (I)]. Since S’*A is the join, g can be extended to an 
automorphism h over Q, so that h is isotopic to the identity by an isotopy which keeps 
aQo fixed. Then by Theorem 3 of [3] there exists an automorphism k of Q, such that 
khQl = Q2 and k is isotopic to the identity by an isotopy which keeps aQo fixed. Then 
f = kh is the required automorphism. 
LEMMA 5. Let P be a p-knot and Q1, Q2 be flat p-nodes such that Q,, Q, c P. Then 
there is an automorphism f of P such that-f is isotopic to the identity andf Q, = Q2. 
Proof. It is assumed that Q, and Qz are disjoint, otherwise, using Lemmas 3 and 4, 
we make them disjoint. Then by Lemma 3 there is a flat p-node Q, c P such that Q,, 
Q2 c Int Q, and, by Lemma 4, there is an automorphism g of Q, such that gQ, = Q, 
and g is isotopic to the identity by an isotopy which keeps aQo fixed. The latter condition 
yields an extension f of g over P, which is the required automorphism. 
LEMMA 6. Let Q1, Q, be (p + I)-nodes which induce opposite orientations on the p-node 
Q, n Qz = aQ1 n 8Qz, say Q3. Then Q, u Q, is also a (p + 1)-node. 
Proof. Let U be a triangulation of Q, u Q, such that pairs of subcomplexes U, of U 
cover Qi, i = 1, 2, 3. Let x be a point of Q1 u Q,. If x E Q, - Q,, i = 1,2, the pair 
St(x, Q, u Q,) = St(x, Qi) is flat. If x E Qs, then St(x, QI u QJ = St(x, Q,) u St(x, Q2), 
where St(x, Q,) n St(x, Q,) = St(x, Q3) which is flat because Q3 is locally flat. Then by 
Lemma 1 ,9(x, Q, u Q,) is flat. Hence Q, u Q, is a (p + I)-node. 
LEMMA 7. Let PI, Pz be p-knots which induce opposite orientations on the p-node 
PI nPz. ThenP, uPz - Int (Pr n Pz), say P, is a p-knot. 
Proof: Let U be a triangulation of PI u Pz such that the pairs of subcomplexes U, 
cover Pi, i = 1,2. Let x be a point of P. If X ~ Pi - (P,n P2), i = 1, 2, then St@, P) is 
St(x, Pi) which is flat. Suppose that x E a(P, n PJ. Since Pi and PI n Pz are locally 
flat, the pairs St(x, Pi) and 3(x, P, n Pz) are flat. Since St(x, P,) = St(x, Pi - Int(P, n PJ 
u St(x, PI n PJ and the intersection of the summands is St(x, a(P, n Pz)) which is flat, 
St(x, Pi - Int(P, n P2)) is flat by Lemma 2, i = 1,2. Since the pair St(x, P) is St(x, 
PI - Int(P, n P2)) u St(x, P, - Int(P, n P2)) and the intersection of the summands is 
St@, a(P, n P2)), 3(x, P) is flat by Lemma 2. Hence P is a p-knot. 
LEMMA 8. Let Q be a flat p-node, and h be an automorphism of Q. Then h is isotopic 
to the identity. 
(The proof is supplied by Mitsuyoshi Kato.) 
Proof: Let us call the lemma proposition Q p. By proposition Pp we shall denote the 
similar proposition concerning with a flat p-knot P. The proposition Q” is trivial. 
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In the first place let us prove that the proposition Pp implies the proposition Qp”. 
Let h be an automorphism of a flat (p + l)-node Q. Then ah is also an automorphism of 
the flat p-knot aQ. Then by Pp c% is isotopic to the identity, that is, there is an isotopy 
g : aQ x I-+ aQ x Z such that go = ah and g1 = identity. Let us define a homeomorphism 
u : a(Q x Z) -+ a(Q x Z) by taking ul(Q, 0) = h, al(aQ, t) = g,, t E Z, and a](Q, 1) = identity. 
Since Q is flat, there is a point c of Q such that Q = aQ*c. Since Q x Zis the join a(Q x I) 
*(c, j), there is a homeomorphism b : Q x Z-t Q x Z such that b@(Q x I) = a, b(c, 3) 
= (c, 9) using 3.11 of [2(l)]. Since b is a level preserving homeomorphism and b, = al(Q, 0) 
= h and b, = ul(Q, 1) = identity, h is isotopic to the identity. 
Next, let us prove that the proposition Qp implies the proposition Pp. Let h be an 
automorphism of a flat p-knot P. By virtue of Lemmas 3 and 4 it is assumed without loss 
of generality that there is a flat p-node Q c P such that Q and hQ are disjoint. Then, 
again by Lemmas 3 and 4, h is isotopic to an automorphism k of P such that kl Q = identity. 
Since P and Q are flat, P - Int Q is a flatp-node by Corollary 8 of [3]. Then by the previous 
argument we may construct an isotopy between kl(P - Int Q) and the identity on P - Int Q, 
which keeps a(P - Int Q) fixed. Then k is isotopic to the identity on P and so is h. 
Starting with Q” and using the assertions proved above we may complete the proof of 
the lemma. 
THEOREM 1. Let ki be a p-knot type with representative Pi, i = 1,2. Choose a flat 
p-node Qi c Pi. i = 1, 2, and identify Q, and Q, by an orientation reversing homeomorphism f. 
Define the sum k, -I- k, to be the type with representative, written (PI - Int Q,) 
Ur (Pz .- Int Q2), formed from (PI - Int QJ u (P2 - Int Q,) by pasting together the two 
boundaries under the homeomorphism af: aQ1 + (- aQa). Then the sum is well defined, so 
that p-knot types form a commutative semigroup with o (the flat type). 
Proof. We may think of P, and P, as intersecting only in Q, = f Q, = -Q,. By 
Lemma 7 (P, - Int Q,) Ur (Pz - Int Q,) is a p-knot. Let i7i be a p-knot belonging to the 
type ki and Qi be a hat p-node Q”i c P”i* By f we denote an orientation reversing homeo- 
morphism from Q”l to 0,. By Lemma 5 there is a homeomorphism gi : Pi --+ P i such that 
giQi = &. The composition h = g;‘flslf -’ : Q2 + Q, is a (orientation preserving) 
homeomorphism. Then by Lemma 8 h is isotopic to the identity. By Lemma 3 there is a 
flat p-node Q c P, such that Q, c Int Q. Then it is assumed that Q - Int Qz = aQ x Z 
by Lemma 4. Then we may construct an automorphism a of P, such that a is isotopic to 
the identity by an isotopy b where blQ, is the isotopy between h and the identity. 
Thus (P, - Int Q,) Uf (Pz - Int Q,) is homeomorphic to (P, - Int Q,) UI* 
(Pz - Int Q2) where f * = af IQ,. Since af = g;‘flSllQ,, c : (PI - Int Q,) U,* (Pz - Int QJ 
+ (Fl - Int 0,) uf (g, - Int 0,) defined by taking clP, = gi is a homeomorphism between 
the representatives. Therefore the sum is well defined. The commutative and associative 
laws follow from the definition and Lemma 5. And the flat type is clearly o. 
Remark. For a type k, -k is the type with the representative -P, where P is a repre- 
sentative of k. The referee informed me that the semigroup seems to have been first defined 
in B. Mazur, “Semigroups of knot classes,” Publs. Math. Inst. Ht. Z?tud. Science. No. 3 
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(1959), 19-27 and that the only knot type with an inverse is the trivial one by Mazur (Zoc. 
cit.) and a recent result of J. Levine. 
$3. THE KNOT COBORDISM GROUP 
DeJinition 3. Let k be a p-knot type with a representative p-knot P. We say that k is 
knot cobordant to zero, written k N 0, if there exists a (p + I)-node Q such that 8Q = P. 
A knot type k, is knot cobordant to a knot type k, if k, - k, N 0. 
Since the local flatness of the pair is invariant under homeomorphism between pairs, 
the definition does not depend on the choice of representatives. 
Note that knot cobordism is a symmetric relation. 
LEMMA 9. Let k,, kz be p-knot type such that k, N 0. Then k, -I- kz N 0 if and only 
ifkz N 0. 
Proof. Let Pi be a representative of ki such that PI n P, is a flat p-node, and that 
P, n Pz c PI and PI n Pz c -Pz. Then Pi v Pz - Int(P, n PJ, say P,, is a representative 
of k, + kz by Theorem 1. In the first place, suppose that k, N 0. Then there is a (p + l)- 
node Qi such that aQi = Pi, where Q1 n Q, = P, n Pz. Then Q, v Q, is a (p f I)-node 
by Lemma 6 and 8(Q1 v Q2) = P, v Pz - Int(P, n Pz), and hence k, + kz N 0. Next, 
suppose that k, + k, N 0 and k, N 0. Then there are (p + I)-nodes Q and Q, such that 
8Q = PI v Pz - Int(P, n P2), 8Q1 = -PI, where 8Q n aQ1 = Q n Q, = PI - Int(P, n Pz). 
By a similar argument o that in Lemma 6, we may verify that Q v Q-i is a (p + I)-node. 
Since a(Q u Q,) = Pz, k, N 0. 
LEMMA 10. For any p-knot type k, k - k N 0. 
Proof. Let a p-knot P be a representative of k and let Q be a flat p-node where Q c P. 
Since P - Int Q is a p-node (see the first part of the proof of Lemma 3), (P - Int Q) x Z is 
a (p + l)-node, because flat node x Z is clearly flat. Then a((P - Int Q) x Z) = (P - Int Q) 
u(aQxZ)u(-P-Int(-Q)) where (P- Int Q)n(aQ x Z)=aQ, (-P-Int(-Q)) 
n (8Q x Z) = -8Q. Since Q u (8Q x Z) v (- Q) = a(Q x Z) is a flat p-knot, 
a((P - Int Q) x Z) is exactly a representative of k + o - k by Theorem 1. Since 
(P - Int Q) x Z is a (p + 1)-node, we have k - k N 0. 
THEOREM 2 (Fox-Milnor). Knot cobordism is an equivalence relation between p-knot 
types. Knot cobordism classes form an abelian group GP under the sum operation. The 
identity element 0 of GP is the class of the knot type o. For a knot cobordism class K 
containing a knot type k, the inverse - K is the class containing -k. 
Proof. By Lemma 10 knot cobordism is reflexive. It is clearly symmetric. 
To prove transitivity suppose that k, - kz N 0 and k, - k, - 0. Then by Theorem 1 
and Lemma 9, k,, - k, + kz - k, = (k, - k,) + (k, - k3) N 0. By Lemma 10, k, - k, N 0 
hence Lemma 9 implies k, - k, N 0, proving transitivity and that the knot cobordism is 
an equivalence relation. 
Next suppose that k, N k, and k, N l,. Since (k, + k,) - (El + &) = (kl - El) 
+ (k, - &) N 0, k, + k, N &, + &, by Lemma 9. Hence the sum is well defined. Since 
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the sum operation of knot types is associative and commutative and since the inverse exists 
Lemma 10, this completes the proof. 
$4. THE WHITEHEAD CLASS 
Suppose that M is a compact n-manifold and W is an (n + 2)-manifold. Letf : M + W 
be a proper embedding and cp : K + L be a triangulation off By cp’ we denote the simplicial 
map cp’ : K’ + L’ induced from cp. 
Remark 1. If A is the carrier of a point x of M, then St& cp) is the join fA*Lk(A, cp), 
where Lk(A, cp) = (fLk(A, K), Lk(qA, L)). 
Remark 2. Let p : Y -+ Z be a triangulation off, which is a subdivision of rp : K --+ L. 
We may verify that St(x, p) is homeomorphic to St(x, q) for each point x of M using the 
pseudo radial projection (see Chap 3 of [7]). Hence if St@, PO> is flat for x E M - lKpl then 
St(x, p) is flat for x E M - ] Yp], because IKpI c ] Yp]. Conversely, suppose that St(x, p) is 
flat for x E A4 - I YpI. Let y be an interior point of a p-simplex of Yp, which is not in IKpI, 
Let A bc a carrier of y in K. Then A $ lKpl. Let z be an interior point of A, which is not 
in I YpJ. Then St(z, p) is flat. Since Stb, cp) is homeomorphic to fA*Lk(A, q) which is 
homeomorphic to St(z, cp) and St(z, cp) is homeomorphic to St(z, p), St(y, q) is flat. Hence 
St& cp) is flat for each x E M - IKpI. Therefore the definition of the (p + 1)-flatness of the 
proper embedding f: M+ W is independent of the triangulation. 
Remark 3. If A is an n-simplex, then Lk(A, q) is (empty set, l-sphere). If A is an 
(n - I)-simplex, then Lk(A, cp) is either (O-sphere, 2-sphere), or (O-cell, 2-cell). Therefore 
for each point x E M - IK”-21, St(x, cp) is flat by Remark 1 and thus any proper embedding 
f is (n - l)-Jut. 
Remark 4. By Lk(x, cp) we denote the pair Lk(x, q) = (fLk(x, K), Lk(fx, L)). Then, 
by Corollary 9 of [3, p. 7311, Lk(x, cp) is flat if and only if St(x, q) is flat. 
Suppose that M is closed and W has no boundary. By A we shall denote a p-simplex 
of K. Then, by V we denote the (n -p)-cell dual to A in K and by 0 we denote 
the (n -p + 2)-cell dual to cpA in L, where V and 0 are covered by subcomplexes of K’ 
and L’ respectively. 
If an orientation is assigned to A, the natural orientation for V (and 0) is determined 
such that the intersection number of A and V in M( and fA and 0 in W) is 1. We shall 
assign an orientation to A and use these natural orientations for V and 0 in the rest of 
the paper. 
LEMMA 11. Suppose that the embedding f : M --t W is (p i- l)-flat. For each r-simplex 
A of K thepair 8 (fV, Cl) isflat ifr >p and(p - r)-fat ifr zZp. 
Proof. Let x be an interior point of A, then Lk(x, 9) is homeomorphic to 
a(cpA)*a(f V, 0). Suppose that r > p. If a(f V, 0) is not flat, then it is shown by induction 
on dimension of &pA that the join a(cpA)*a(fV, 0) is not locally flat, Hence Lk(x, cp) is 
not flat, a contradiction. Hence a(fV, 0) is flat for r >p. 
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Suppose that r s p. Let X, Y be subcomplexes of K’, L’ covering 8, da respectively. 
Let x be a point of aV - IXp-r-ll. Then x is an interior point of a q-simplex A1 of K 
incident to A, where q 2 p 2 r. Let A, be the face opposite to A in A1 and c, d be the bary- 
centers of A and AZ respectively. By the property of dual subdivision, I make Lk(x, rp) 
homeomorphic to 8fA,*auV,, 0,) =f( c u d)*(ajA*afAz*a(fV,, q 1)) and I make 
Lkcfx, (cp’X, Y)) homeomorphic to afAz*a(fV1, lJ1). Hence Lk(x, cp) is homeomorphic to 
f(c u d)*afA*Lk(fx, (@X, Y)). S ince Lk(x, cp) is flat, LkCfx, (q/X, Y)) is flat to avoid a 
contradiction. Hence a(fV, 0) is (p - r)-flat. 
THEOREM 3 (Fox-Milnor). A collection (k,, . . . , k3 of (n - I)-knot types can occur as 
the collection of singularities of a one-flat n-sphere in (n + 2)-schere if and only if the sum 
k, + a.. + k, N 0 for the collection of singularities see [l], [5]. 
Proof. In the first place we prove the necessity. Let S be a one-flat n-sphere in (n -I- 2)- 
sphere T with singularities k,, . . . , k, at points x1, . . . , x,. Let a be a one-cell in S containing 
xi, . . . , x,. Let K, L be triangulations of S, T such that K is a subcomplex of L, and the 
subcomplex H of K covering a contains x1, . . . , x,, as vertices and is full in L. If A is a 
vertex of H, then the pair a(V, 0) is an (n - 1)-knot by Lemma 11, which is homeomorphic 
to St(A, (S, T)), and represents the knot type ki if A = Xi, and the flat type otherwise. 
Let a l-simplex A* of H be incident to vertices Ai and Aj, then a(Vi, q i) n a(V, q j) 
= (V*, i-J*) is a flat (n - I)-node by Lemma Il. Therefore by Theorem 1 U,a(V, 0) - ud* 
Int (A*, q *), say (S,, T,,), is an (n - I)-knot whose type is k, + -+- -I- k,, where A, A* 
range over vertices, one-simplexes of H, (where A has orientation 1). 
Since u*V c S, UJJ c Tare the regular neighborhoods of a in S and T respectively, 
U&V and u am are n-, (n + 2)-c& in S and T respectively such that P = (U*V, UJI) is 
a ball pair with (S,, TJ as boundary. Let us prove that the ball pair (S, T) - Int P, say 
Q, is locally flat. If x is an interior point of Q, then x is not singular and St(x, Q) is homeo- 
morphic to St(x, (S, T)) which is flat. 
To prove Q is flat at points of aQ, it is sufficient o prove that P is flat at points of the 
boundary aP = (S’, TU) which is locally flat, and then to apply Lemma 2. Each pair (V, 0) 
is flat at every point except A, being the join of A with the locally flat pair (aV, an) (Lemma 
11). Each (V*, q *) is flat (Lemma 11). Thus by Lemma 1, P is flat except at WA, which is 
disjoint from aP. Hence Q is locally flat. Since (S,, TU) is the boundary of the n-node 
-Q,k,+...+k,-0. 
s-1 
Conversely, let Pi be a representative of ki, i = 1, . . . , s, such that UiPi - U Int 
i= 1 
(Pi n Pi+& say P, is a representative of k, + ..a + k,, where Pi n Pi+1 is flat. Since 
k, +...-~-k,- 0, there is an n-node Q with -P,, as boundary. Choose points x1, . . . , x, so 
that Q u Ui xi*Pi is an (n, n + 2)-sphere pair. Then it is verified by the proof of Lemma 6 
that Q u Ui (xi*Pj) is one-flat with the collection of singularities (k,, . . . , k,) at x1, . . . , x,. 
Definition4. JAf:M+ Wbe(p+ I)-flat in W, Osps’n-2, and cp:K-+L be a 
triangulation of J If Ai is an oriented p-simplex of K, then auV,, Eli) is an (n - p - l)- 
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knot by Lemma Il. By pi we denote the knot cobordism class of a(_fVi, 03. Then we have 
a p-chain of M with coefficient group Gn-p-’ 
where Ai ranges over Kp. It is shown in this section that the p-chain is a p-cycle and the 
homology class R, of w is invariant under the subdivisions used in the definition. We call 
R, the Whitehead class of the embedding f of M in W. 
LEMMA 12. The chain IV is a p-cycle. 
Proof Since dw = xi Ki(JAJ = Ci Xi Cj eijAj = Cj(C &,jKi)Aj where Ei, is the incidence 
number of Ai and a (p - 1)-simplex Aj of K, it is enough to prove that xi EijKi = 0 for each 
j. By Lemma 11 the (n -p, n -p + 2)-sphere pair a(f Vi, q j) is one flat. Let ci be the 
barycenter of Ai. Then fci is a vertex of t3f V, if Eij f 0. And the knot type of the singularity 
at fci of df Vj in 80, is represented by Eija(fVj, q i) whose knot cobordism class is eiJrci. 
Then by Theorem 3 we have xi &ij’Ci = 0 for each j, completing the proof. 
LEMMA 13. Let Pi be a sphere pair and Rt be a (q - l)-sphere, i = 1, 2. Zf there is a 
homeomorphism h : R,*P1 -+ R,*P, taking R, onto R,, then PI and P2 are homeomorphic. 
Proof The Lemma will be proved by induction on q 2 1. Let q = 1. Then R, = 
xi u yj is a O-sphere. Let q : (X1, YJ -+ (X,, YJ be a triangulation of h : R,*P, --) R2*Pz 
such that xi and yi are vertices of Ri. Since h(x,) = x2, h(St(x,, (XI, YJ)) = St(x,, (A’,, Yz)). 
Let Pi = (Si, T,), i = 1, 2. Since Ri*Ti = ux(Xi u yJ*X where x varies over points of T,, 
there is an automorphism (a pseudo central projection) qi of Rt*Pi such that gi(X,*P3 
= St(xi, (Xi, Yi)) where gilXi u yi = identity and gi((Xi u yJ*QJ = (xi u yJ*Q, for each 
polyhedron Qi of Ti. Then the homeomorphism f = g; ‘h gIlPI takes PI onto Pz. 
Suppose that q > 1 and the lemma is true for q - 1. Since Ri is the (q - I)-fold sus- 
pension of O-sphere, Ri*Pi = (xi u yi)*~i*Pi where Ri is the (q - 2)-fold suspension of 
O-sphere, that is a (q - 2)-sphere. Since hR, = R, we may assume that h(x,) = x2 and 
h(y,) = y,. Then the above argument implies that there is a homeomorphism f: R,*P, 
-+ R,*Pz. Sinceg,((x, u yi)*ai) = (xi u yi)*Ri andg,lx, u yi = identity and h((x, u y&R,) 
(x2 u y&a,, g;‘hg,(R,) = R2 and then f& = I?*. Since the homeomorphism 
.L fl,*P, -+ R,*P, satisfies the condition of the lemma for q - 1, PI is homeomorphic to 
p2* 
LEMMA 14. The homology class R, of IY is independent of the choice of triangulation 
cp. Sz, is invariant under the iso-neighboring relation. 
Proof Let wq and N,, be the cycles obtained from triangulations rp : K-P L and 
p : Y -+ Z off: A4 + W respectively. As usual it may be assumed without loss of generality 
that p is a subdivision of cp. Let 5 be a p-simplex of Y and A be a q-simplex of K such that 
Tnt 3 c Int A. Suppose that p = q. For each point yr of afA*lJ let yP be the intersection 
of the segment c*y, and af &fi where c is the barycenter of fa. Then, by the property of 
subdivisions, the correspondence between y, and y, yields a (pseudo central projection) 
homeomorphism h : @A*a(fV, 0) --+ af &a(f’?, ti ) which takes afA onto af A.. Then by 
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Lemma 13 8(&A\, 0) and a(fq’, 8) are homeomorphic. Hence the coefficient K for A is 
the same as that for 3. Next, Let il be a p-simplex of K such that there is no p-simplex of 
K containing a. Let A be a q-simplex, q > p, such that Int A 3 Int b. Then the above 
argument implies that there is a homeomorphism h : 8fA*a(fV, IJ) + 8f&a(fe, n). 
Since ,f is (p + l)-flat, a(fV, 0) is flat and then 8f&a(f$j, fi) is also flat. Therefore 
a@‘, a) is flat, and the coefficient for n is 0 in this case. 
Thus we see that wg is homologous to wP and hence the homology class a, is inde- 
pendent of triangulations of J 
$5. PROOF OF THEOREM 
LEMMA 15. Let an embedding f : A4 -+ W be (p + I)-flat and let A be an r-simplex 
of K, r 2 p, where cp : K+ L is a triangulation off. Let (v’, 0) be an (n - r)-node with 
boundary a(f V, 0). Then there is an embedding g : M + W such that 
(1) g(M) = (f(M) - Int f (aA*V)) u Int(afA*Q) 
(2) glM - Int(aA*V) = f IM - Int(aA*V), and 
(3) g is flat at each point x of aA*V - aA. 
Proof. Since V is an (n - r)-cell, there is a homeomorphism a : V +P such that 
a]dV = f ]dV. Then using 3.11 of [2(I)] we have a homeomorphism b : aA*V --t afA*v 
such that bla(aA*V) = f and blV = a. Define g : M + W by taking g(x) = f (x) if x E M 
- Int(BA*V) and g(x) = b(x) if x E Int(aA*V). Then it is easily verified that g is an embed- 
ding satisfying (1) and (2) and then there is a triangulation Q : E -+ i? of g such that 
@ : R -P Ediffers from qi : K’ + L’ in Tnt (St(A, K)). 
Let us verify condition (3). 
If a point x is in Int(aA*V) - Int V, then I make St(x, @) homeomorphic to St(z, afA) 
*St(y, (V, 0)) where y E v’, z E afA and gx E y*z by the definition of join. Since the point 
y is the interior point of (Q, 0) and (v, 0) is locally flat, St(y, (P, 0)) is flat and so is 
Wx, 6). 
Similarly if x E Int V, then I make St(x, 4) homeomorphic to afA*(St(gx, (v’, 0))). 
Since (P, 0) is Iocally flat, St(gx, (Q, 0)) is flat and hence St(x, cj5) is flat. 
If x E aA*N - aA, then St(x, Q) is the sum St(gx, afA*(v, El)) u St(gx, ((fSt(A, K), 
St(rpA, L)) - Int(afA*(f V, 0))) where the intersection of the summands is St(gx, afAG? 
(fV, a)). Since (P, 0) is locally flat, a@, 0) = a(fV, 0) is locally flat by Corollary 9 
of [3]. Therefore for each point z of a(f V, Cl), St(z, a(f V, Cl)) is flat. Therefore by the 
previous argument we see that the intersection St(gx, afA*a(fV, 0)) is flat. Since (P, Et) 
is locally flat, we have that Sr(gx, afA*(V, 0)) is flat. 
Let us prove that St(gx, ((fSt(A, k), St(cpA, L)) - Int afA*(fV, Et))) is flat. If so, 
St(x, $) is flat by Lemma 2, which verifies (3). Since x is an interior point of a 
q-simplex A1 of K where q > r 2 p, St(x, p) is homeomorphic to afA1*(fV,, 0,) and is 
flat by Lemma 11. Since St(x, q) = St(gx, afA*(f V, Cl)) u St(gx, ((f St(A, K), St(cpA, L)) 
- Int afA*(fV, 0))) and the intersection of the summands is the flat node St(gx, afA*a(fV, 
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0)) u St(gx, ((fSt(A, K), St(cpA, L)) - Tnt $A*(fV, 0))) and the intersection of the 
summands is the flat node Sf(gx, ~?fA*a(fV, IJ)), it remains to prove that St(gx, afA*(fV, 
0)) is flat and to use Lemma 2. Since r zp, CfV, 0) is locally flat (Lemma 11) and 
the previous argument implies that St(gx, cTfA*dfV, 0)) is flat, completing the proof. 
Proof of Theorem. For a given c-neighborhood off M in W, we subdivide K, L SO 
fine that the diameter of the image of the star of every simplex of cpK in L is smaller than 
E where cp : K+ L is a triangulation off. Let w = Ci KiAi be the p-cycle obtained for rp. 
By the assumption 0, = 0 there is a (p + 1)-chain y of K such that ay = w. 
Let A,, be a (p + l)-simplex of K with a non-vanishing coefficient K,, E Gn-g-l in y. 
Since f is (p + 1)-flat, (JV,, q h) is a flat (n -p - l)-node by Lemma 11. Then there is an 
(n - p - 1)-node (v,,, s,,) with the boundary - a(f V,, Oh) such that (fV, u f,, Cl,, u [?,,) 
is a representative of the knot cobordism class -K,,. We cut Int q h and glue Int fi,, to 
dj-& so that (f V,,, c],,) is replaced by (v,,, 0,) where the boundary remains fixed. Then by 
Lemma 15, there is an embedding a : M --, W such that 
UM = CfM - U,, IntCf(aA,*v,))) u U,, Int(faA,,*V,,), 
u(M - Uh Int(dA,,*V,) =flM - U,, Int(aA,,*V,,), 
and a is flat at x E A4 - JKpJ. Now let Ai be a p-simplex of K and ~~ be the coefficient of 
A, in w. Since ay = w, K~ = ~,,c,,,K,, where E,,~ is the incidence number of A,, and Ai. Thus 
the (n - p - I)-knot a(aVi, q J = (W’vi, Eli) - Int(u,(f V,,, Oh))) u Int(u,(V,, Oh)) be- 
longs to the cobordism class Ki - xh &#h = 0, by Theorem 2. Therefore there is an (n -p)- 
node (Vi, 0 3 such that a@,, q i) = a(uVi, Oi). Therefore, by Lemma 15, there is an 
embedding g : M-t W such that gM = (f M - Uj Intf(aAj*Vj)) u Uj Int(afAj*Vj), j = i 
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